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Read and listen to these ZING METHOD abundance statements by Ruth 

Anne Wood to feel the rush of positive energy flow within you. There’s 

unimaginable power when you read them out loud. Money/ abundance affirmations 

were transformed into ZING statements. What’s the difference? Affirmations are I 

AM statements which our inner critic can argue with or trigger mental and 

emotional blocks or painful memories. What’s the ZING Statement formula?

They are written in past tense and third person so your inner critic thinks it already 

happened! We feel all the positive flow of being mental, emotionally and 

physically aligned without the Inner Critic comparing it to your past and perceived 

limitations. I also removed “fixing words” that depending on the individual may 

judge, block, slow down and put extra steps in the way of getting our desired 

results. The ZING METHOD reduces friction and increases flow by only 

communicating what feels good. I call it my STOP and Go method. We STOP the 

complaining and the negative conversations with ourselves and others. When those 

things are STOPPED then it’s time to GO focus on feel good ZING statements.

Ruth Anne Wood scientifically created the ZING METHOD to bypass the inner 

critic by “tricking” the subconscious to believe it has already happened. This 

creates a ZING!/ mental and emotional compatible focus! It’s a way of test 

driving the future and the ZING is energetic proof that we are mentally, 

emotionally and physically aligned with that decision in that ZING moment. 
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Read these out loud daily and every time you want to be in the feel good zone. I 

invite you to make a recording on your phone, computer or other electronic devices 

of YOU saying these ZING statements. Be sure to record with high vibrational 

music in the background. Google “money, abundance hertz” and select a piece of 

music that supports your daily listening and wealth consciousness activation. Often 

I listen to 777 and 888 hertz to start my day or play as I’m writing and meditating.

DISCLAIMER: These ZING statements aren’t designed to fix anything 

or anyone. The sole purpose is to help you get into the feel good zone. 

ZING is a rush of energy that surges in the body when you get a great spark of 

inspiration, have an amazing connection, follow your bliss, go with the flow and 

everything is clicking and connecting in desirable ways!

(If you know someone who needs to feel really, really good share this with them. I 

created male and female ZING Scripts which you can download and share. This is 

just the tip of the iceberg of the ZING METHOD training, done for you services 

and resources so visit: ScriptingForSuccess.com. Individual or group ZING 

statements are available to accelerate the ease, joy, success, blessings of a merger, 

policy change, dispute, relationship, policy change, research, discovery, invention, 

partnership, parenting, coupling, enhanced wellness and general wellbeing. Go 

ahead and notice how much joy and flow you feel when you read these ZING 

statements out loud. 
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Read and click HERE to listen to these ZING METHOD abundance statements by 

Ruth Anne Wood and go the extra step and rerecord in your own voice.

Check/whitelist your email for ruth@ScriptingForSuccess.com to get even more 

tips to speed up the effectiveness of your ZING METHOD STATEMENTS.
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Zing Statements For Her

(Scroll to page 17 to read and record “ZING Statements For Him”)

1. Easy money flowed to her.

2. The wealthy, worthy woman loved her life.

3. She was everything she needed to be wealthy.

4. Her money earning capabilities were rich and delicious.

5. Attracting money was a bubbling over, joyful experience. 

6. Her whole self was richly rewarded as she gave and received 
money. 

7. She invited more money into her life.

8. She was open to receiving more money.

9. She was a magnet for money.

10. There was enough money in the world for everyone, 
including her.

11. She only had ease and flow around earning more money.
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12. Her financial goals were reached.

13. She was financially free.

14. Finance was her friend.

15. She was rich in her mind, body, and bank balance.

16. The worthy woman had a bigger pay cheque.

17. The valued woman leveraged her time and resources.

18. She loved all her money blessings and adventures.

19. Lots of money in her life blessed and loved her.

20. Ease filled financial freedom filled her joyful heart

21. Her billionaire mindset and experiences was awe inspiring

22. She persevered and prospered.

23. Prosperity blessed her life.

24. She was worth a fortune.

25. She enjoyed opulence and opportunities.

26. She was receptive to easily attracting more fun money.
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27. As an emotionally clear vessel, she embraced abundance.

28. She loved the opportunities life threw at her.

29. She was on a wealth path.

30. She was of service, always giving and receiving more.

31. She embraced wealth and the opportunities it provided. 

32. Her life was rich.

33. She loved co-creating wealth in her life and others.

34. Her arms were wide open to affluence.

35. Affluence was her daily experience.

36. Money came to her easily.

37. Ongoing wealth flowed in her life. 

38. She loved how easily money came into her life.

39. She loved saving money and invited increasing savings and 
investment amounts into her life.

40. She used her money for good and divinely inspired 
activities, projects and investments.
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41. She loved attracting new methods of wealth creation.

42. She embraced all new income opportunities that spoke to her 
life.

43. The universe offered her endless ways to make more money.

44. She loved her path of abundance.

45. She raced towards her beloved friend Wealth with love and 
passion and celebrated all the fun and good she and Money did 
together!

46. Her actions generate increasing amounts of money.

47. Basking in her affluence was awe inspiring for her.

48. She lived in a blissful state of wealth and harmony.

49. Money opened doors and created joy.

50. Her clarity and self love around money sky rocked her  
wealth consciousness.

51. She embraced new streams of income into her life.

52. She loved being, doing and having wealth and abundance.

53. Her service and wealth were an inspiration.
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54. She loved being in control of her finances.

55. She loved having lots of money in her accounts.

56. She welcomed lots of money and resources into her world.

57. She was the recipient of good luck and abundance.

58. She and everyone else around her deserved and accepted 
more wealth in their lives.

59. Money was her friend and they supported and lovingly 
communicated with each other.

60. She loved her options and blessed her affluence.

61. Her income increasingly multiplied with every expense. 

62. She was rich beyond her wildest dreams.

63. Her bank balance was an endless source of satisfaction.

64. She chose wealth.

65. She was more than okay with desiring wealth.

66. She was filled with eagerness and in love with her money.

67. She was grateful for her thriving financial situation.
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68. She continuously made more money.

69. Her income was always increasing.

70. The universe provided her with affluence.

71. She spent her money wisely and watched her earnings grow.

72. She earned to live and lived to earn.

73. She deserved to be paid what her time and skills were worth 
and knew how to get paid from her ideas and growing assets.

74. She attract prosperity at all times.

75. She had the power to consistently improve her finances.

76. She was wealthy, content, and complete.

77. She welcomed happiness, wisdom, and wealth into her life 
and kept raising her financial thermostat. 

78. She loved how money flowed to her so easily.

79. She only had money beliefs that served her.

80. She smiled and laughed at enjoying and inviting more 
money into her blessed experiences. 
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81. She was fueled and inspired by her desire for more money.

82. The world opened doors for her amazing financial 
achievements and her awe inspiring and ever expanding money 
goals as she perceived opportunities at every turn.

83. Her financial future was full and fruitful.

84. She had permission to embrace wealth and prosperity.

85. She was wealthy in so many financial, spiritual, and physical 
ways.

86. She had a growing and inspiring financial legacy.

87. Her financial blessings dwarfed her money lessons.

88. Money excited her.

89. She was on the right path.

90. Her ever expanding money goals were rapidly realized.

91. Money was freedom.

92. Her financial success was a mathematical certainty.

93. Her financial achievements were entertaining and fun.
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94. She received wealth gratefully and gleefully.

95. Opulence was a gift of which she was blessed and worthy.

96. She was someone who merited success.

97. Her good deeds and work ethic was handsomely rewarded.

98. She was in charge of her financial situation.

99. She took great joy in watching her money amass.

100. She was a rich and successful person who did good in the 
world.

101. She was affluent for the sake of herself and others.

102. Money poured into her account from multiple sources.

103. She spent far less than her income.

104. Her wealth grew as she saved and invested 70% of her 
income and lived off and shared 30%.

105. She had plenty of investment and income resources on 
autopilot.

106. She was always improving and transforming her 
relationship with money and welcomed it into her life.
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107. She was receptive at all times to wealth generation.

108. There was an open floodgate to how much her income was 
growing.

109. She used money to improve herself and others.

110. In a world of haves, she always had.

111. Her life was blessed with her own growing money.

112. She was a happy and grateful recipient of wealth.

113. She had a surplus of money at all times.

114. She gladly had more money than she know what to do with.

115. Her income easily increased by its own accord.

116. She had the right to abundance, success, and prosperity.

117. She was excited by the doors that money opened.

118. Every day brought more prosperity.

119. Money was fun and good.

120. She loved what she did in life and the healthy income it 
provided.
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121. She had a positive, inspiring, empowering mindset about 
money.

122. She was grateful for the opportunities and affluence she had 
in her life.

123. She was relaxed about and satisfied with her financial 
situation.

124. Her business and investment debts were the engine the 
fueled her wealth.

125. She was happy that her clients, customers, partners, 
coworkers and students also earned such a substantial salary.

126. It was amazing how money came to her.

127. Money was her ally and biggest cheerleader and support.

128. She received more money than she needed.

129. Her capacity to hold and generate wealth was an 
increasingly easy and fun experience.

130. She was destined for impact and affluence.

131. She was steady and inspiring in the growth of her wealth.
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132. Her earning potential was infinite.

133. She embraced her pursuit of wealth and happiness.

134. She had clarity, ease, joy, empowerment and an abundance 
mindset around money.

135. Her net worth was one of many causes for celebration.

136. Income flooded into her life.

137. She chose to be wealthy.

138. She earned as much as she set in his heart and mind to 
receive.

139. She was a clear, receptive channel and welcomed financial 
independence.

140. It was her destiny to be wealthy.

141. She was lucky. She was light. She was joyful. She was 
affluent.

142. She rode through life on a wave of positivity and 
abundance.

143. She celebrated the small things and welcomed the big.
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144. Her systematic habits were those of moneymakers.

145. The universe was abundant and so was her life.

146. She trusted that the world was working for her and she was 
in the flow of financial abundance.

147. She loved being a deserving recipient of wealth and 
abundance in every conceivable way.

148. She was willing, trusting and perceptive to do whatever it 
took as she was divinely inspired to increase her income.

149. She was open to the generous gifts of her abundant world.

150. She sent good into the world and received good from the 
world in so many awe inspiring ways.
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Zing Statements For Him

(Scroll to the top to read and record “ZING Statements For Her”)

Read and click HERE to listen to these ZING METHOD Abundance Statements by 

Ruth Anne Wood and go the extra step and rerecord in your own voice.

Check/whitelist your email for ruth@ScriptingForSuccess.com to get even more 

tips to speed up the effectiveness of your ZING METHOD STATEMENTS. 
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1. Easy money flowed to him.

2. The wealthy, worthy man loved his life.

3. He was everything he needed to be wealthy.

4. His money earning capabilities was rich and delicious.

5. Attracting money was a bubbling over, joyful experience. 

6. His whole self was richly rewarded as he gave and received 
money. 

7. He invited more money into his life.

8. He was open to receiving more money.

9. He was a magnet for money.

10. There was enough money in the world for everyone, 
including him.

11. He only had ease and flow around earning more money.

12. His financial goals were reached.

13. He was financially free.

14. Finance was his friend.
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15. He was rich in his mind, body, and bank balance.

16. The worthy man had a bigger pay cheque.

17. The valued man leveraged his time and resources.

18. He loved all his money blessings and adventures.

19. Lots of money in his life blessed and loved him.

20. Ease filled financial freedom filled his joyful heart

21. He billionaire mindset and experiences was awe inspiring

22. He persevered and prospered.

23. Prosperity blessed his life.

24. He was worth a fortune.

25. He enjoyed opulence and opportunities.

26. He was receptive to easily attracting more fun money.

27. As an emotionally clear vessel, he embraced abundance.

28. He loved the opportunities life threw at him.

29. He was on a wealth path.
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30. He was of service, always giving and receiving more.

31. He embraced wealth and the opportunities it provided. 

32. His life was rich.

33. He loved co-creating wealth in his life and others.

34. His arms were wide open to affluence.

35. Affluence was his daily experience.

36. Money came to him easily.

37. Ongoing wealth flowed in his life. 

38. He loved how easily money came into his life.

39. He loved saving money and invited increasing savings and 
investment amounts into his life.

40. He used his money for good and divinely inspired activities, 
projects and investments.

41. He loved attracting new methods of wealth creation.

42. He embraced all new income opportunities that spoke to his 
life.
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43. The universe offered him endless ways to make more 
money.

44. He loved his path of abundance.

45. He raced towards his beloved friend Wealth with love and 
passion and celebrated all the fun and good he and Money did 
together!

46. His actions generate increasing amounts of money.

47. Basking in his affluence was awe inspiring for him.

48. He lived in a blissful state of wealth and harmony.

49. Money opened doors and created joy.

50. His clarity and self love around money sky rocked his  
wealth consciousness.

51. He embraced new streams of income into his life.

52. He loved being, doing and having wealth and abundance.

53. He service and wealth were an inspiration.

54. He loved being in control of his finances.

55. He loved having lots of money in his accounts.
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56. He welcomed lots of money and resources into his world.

57. He was the recipient of good luck and abundance.

58. He and everyone else around him deserved and accepted 
more wealth in their lives.

59. Money was his friend and they supported and lovingly 
communicated with each other.

60. He loved his options and blessed his affluence.

61. He income increasingly multiplied with every expense. 

62. He was rich beyond his wildest dreams.

63. He bank balance was an endless source of satisfaction.

64. He chose wealth.

65. He was more than okay with desiring wealth.

66. He was filled with eagerness and in love with his money.

67. He was grateful for his thriving financial situation.

68. He continuously made more money.

69. His income was always increasing.
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70. The universe provided him with affluence.

71. He spent his money wisely and watched his earnings grow.

72. He earned to live and lived to earn.

73. He deserved to be paid what his time and skills were worth 
and knew how to get paid from his ideas and growing assets.

74. He attract prosperity at all times.

75. He had the power to consistently improve his finances.

76. He was wealthy, content, and complete.

77. He welcomed happiness, wisdom, and wealth into his life 
and kept raising his financial thermostat. 

78. He loved how money flowed to him so easily.

79. He only had money beliefs that served him.

80. He smiled and laughed at enjoying and inviting more money 
into his blessed experiences. 

81. He was fueled and inspired by his desire for more money.
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82. The world opened doors for him, with amazing financial 
achievement and his awe inspiring and ever expanding money 
goals as he perceived opportunities at every turn.

83. His financial future was full and fruitful.

84. He had permission to embrace wealth and prosperity.

85. He was wealthy in so many financial, spiritual, and physical 
ways.

86. He had a growing and inspiring financial legacy.

87. His financial blessings dwarfed his money lessons.

88. Money excited him.

89. He was on the right path.

90. His ever expanding money goals were rapidly realized.

91. Money was freedom.

92. He financial success was a mathematical certainty.

93. His financial achievements were entertaining and fun.

94. He received wealth gratefully and gleefully.
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95. Opulence was a gift of which he was blessed and worthy.

96. He was someone who merited success.

97. His good deeds and work ethic was handsomely rewarded.

98. He was in charge of his financial situation.

99. He took great joy in watching his money amass.

100. He was a rich and successful person who did good in the 
world.

101. He was affluent for the sake of himself and others.

102. Money poured into his account from multiple sources.

103. He spent far less than his income.

104. His wealth grew as he saved and invested 70% of his 
income and lived off and shared 30%.

105. He had plenty of investment and income resources on 
autopilot.

106. He was always improving and transforming his relationship 
with money and welcomed it into his life.

107. He was receptive at all times to wealth generation.
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108. There was an open floodgate to how much his income was 
growing.

109. He used money to improve himself and others.

110. In a world of haves, he always had.

111. He life was blessed with his own growing money.

112. He was a happy and grateful recipient of wealth.

113. He had a surplus of money at all times.

114. He gladly had more money than he know what to do with.

115. His income easily increased by its own accord.

116. He had the right to abundance, success, and prosperity.

117. He was excited by the doors that money opened.

118. Every day brought more prosperity.

119. Money was fun and good.

120. He loved what he did in life and the healthy income it 
provided.
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121. He had a positive, inspiring, empowering mindset about 
money.

122. He was grateful for the opportunities and affluence he had 
in his life.

123. He was relaxed about and satisfied with his financial 
situation.

124. His business and investment debts were the engine the 
fueled his wealth.

125. He was happy that his clients, customers, partners, 
coworkers and students also earned such a substantial income.

126. It was amazing how money came to him.

127. Money was his ally and biggest cheerleader and support.

128. He received more money than he needed.

129. His capacity to hold and generate wealth was an 
increasingly easy and fun experience.

130. He was destined for impact and affluence.

131. He was steady and inspiring in the growth of his wealth.

132. His earning potential was infinite.
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133. He embraced his pursuit of wealth and happiness.

134. He had clarity, ease, joy, empowerment and an abundance 
mindset around money.

135. His net worth was one of many causes for celebration.

136. Income flooded into his life.

137. He chose to be wealthy.

138. He earned as much as he set in his heart and mind to 
receive.

139. He was a clear, receptive channel and welcomed financial 
independence.

140. It was his destiny to be wealthy.

141. He was lucky. He was light. He was joyful. He was 
affluent.

142. He rode through life on a wave of positivity and 
abundance.

143. He celebrated the small things and welcomed the big.

144. His systematic habits were those of moneymakers.
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145. The universe was abundant and so was his life.

146. He trusted that the world was working for him and he was 
in the flow of financial abundance.

147. He loved being a deserving recipient of wealth and 
abundance in every conceivable way.

148. He was willing, trusting and perceptive to do whatever it 
took as he was divinely inspired to increase his income.

149. He was open to the generous gifts of his abundant world.

150. He sent good into the world and received good from the 
world in so many awe inspiring ways.

As a teenager Ruth Anne Wood tried affirmations and 

wondered why life wasn’t catching up with her dreams. 

Then she noticed that a majority of the short stories and 

notes for screenplays she wrote in 1st through 12th 

grade about her main characters experiencing awe 

inspiring adventures and relationships had become her 

reality! In fact her 9th grade, her English teacher, Steve 

Lamm dubbed Ruth “The Writer Of Our Lives” when 
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he reported in class that what Ruth wrote in creative writing class came true a 

couple days later in science lab. Mr. Lamm shared he caught himself about to say 

the very same scripted words the fictitious teacher had said in Ruth’s short story! 

This was no surprise to her, but it was the first time Ruth was publicly recognized 

for her prophetic writing.

Over the decades Ruth’s stories have manifested into personal trips, vacationing, 

mentoring, presenting in 20+ countries. Her ZING stories and statement have lead 

to  awards, dream come true relationships, amazing clients, hosting a podcast with 

over 160+ luminary interviews, speaking on stage with renowned co-panelists, 

getting published with best selling authors, having awe inspiring projects, 

producing, writing and directing original plays, being shown in private and group 

art exhibits, mind blowing synchronicities, unexpected income and resources and 

most recently being asked to join the board of a national 501C3, charity 

TwilightWish.org that grants wishes to deserving seniors and making it a nicer 

place to age.

In the late 1990’s ScriptingForSuccess.com was born and over the years she has 

systematized her brilliantly intuitive one-on-one and group coaching sessions to a 

whole scientific manifesting process that helped herself and clients manifest what 

was in their coauthored ZING METHOD SCRIPTS:

• Attract 7 figure legal settlements

• Get suddenly gifted substantial pay raises
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• Gifted full college tuition, room and board paid in full

• Medical expenses paid in full

• Helped turn around pre-launches to go on to have record sales 

• Suddenly get paid late payments by clients without direct communication

• Have unexpected cooperation from difficult exes

• Have family dynamics and finances suddenly improve

• Have IRS apologize for accounting errors after surprise audit

• Attract ideal romantic and business partners and resources and so much more.

• Have amazing adventures with incredible people near and far.

“Ruth helped me achieve in a couple of months more than most people achieve 

in a life time.”

The key to Ruth’s ZING METHOD is the specific words that Ruth shows you how 

to add or eliminate to your written and spoken conversations. They are designed to 

transcend mental and emotional blocks and speed up the process of achieving 

financial and relationship goals. This in some cases eliminates years of therapy, 

legal, financial and relationship challenges and expenses. Results are not typical 

and the more challenging, out of the ordinary projects or goals, the better!

“Ruth helped me quickly create a bridge in fun and surprising ways from where 

I was to where I wanted to be when I was in so much financial trouble!”
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The ZING METHOD uses the power of story and effective communication to 

transcend money and relationship blocks and difficult or bizarre situations.

By Ruth hearing and/or reading your mental, emotional and physical blocks in 

your written and spoken communication, certain patterns will emerge that you can 

soon learn to recognize as one of her students and stop blocking yourself and 

others with more laser focused communication.

Shift from friction to flow and victim to victor! No matter how much abundance 

and fulfillment you have, there is always an opportunity to share, give, be, express, 

enjoy, celebrate and attract more blessings and abundance for yourselves and 

others. Take any document and add magnetic properties to it. Documents that have 

been transformed by the ZING METHOD include but aren’t limited to: Marriage 

vows, rental agreements, business plans, policies, procedures, disclaimers, vision 

statements, marketing, sales letters, love notes, letters of appreciation, wills, legal 

documents, instructions, websites, blogs, articles, bios, legacy statements, board 

meeting minutes and documents, spreed sheets, accounting ledgers…

When these ZING statements don’t work as fast and easy as you would love them 

to you are experiencing friction and need to use ZING METHOD tools and 

resources to clear mental, emotional and physical blocks!
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For More Information call Ruth Anne Wood at 215-872-5035, visit 

ScriptingForSuccess.com or email Ruth at ruth@ScriptingForSuccess.com to 

experience getting unstuck.
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